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CHAIR ANDERSON: .. .(gavel) ... Good morning, Members, sorry for the delay in getting
started this morning. The Water Resources Committee meeting of October 29th is now in
session. This morning we have with us Vice-Chair Michael Victorino.
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VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good morning. Member Joseph Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Member Gladys Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good morning. And Member Danny Mateo. Thank you for all being,
being here this morning.
From the Department of Water Supply we have Director, Jeff Eng. Good morning.
Corporation Counsel, Ed Kushi. Good morning. From our Staff, we have Analyst Kim
Willenbrink and Clarita Balala.
ITEM NO. 13

PROHIBITING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHOUT A LONGTERM RELIABLE SOURCE OF WATER (C.C. No. 05-271)

CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, we have one item on our agenda this morning. I guess I'm
gonna have to extend some apologies to you because since our last meeting I have had
many meetings with various members of our development community, with Director Jeff
Eng, and we have come up with a refined bill that we hope addresses everybody's
concerns and still provides us with a purpose and intent of what we are trying to achieve
in this water availability bill. I would like to note that the intent is still intact, Members,
it's just the avenue that we're going to be taking to implement this bill has changed
considerably. So you have a new copy on your desk.
We're going to ... before we take public testimony so that everybody who's here that
would like to testify, as well as the Members, and some of our Staff people, have not
even seen this final draft, which was done at 3:30 on Friday afternoon. We're going to
put it up on the projector, go through a brief summary of it so everybody understands
what we're doing. Then I am going to have Director Eng give us a brief commentary and
then we will open it up to public testimony so that when you testify, you're testifying on
the current bill and all of the changes that we've made. I guess I could go over the
changes that I've made, but I think what we'll do is as we go through the bill we are
going to project it on the wall. It'll be apparent the changes that I've made and if it is not
and you have questions, please ask them because any questions you have for clarification
would also help those people listening and here in our gallery understand the changes that
we've made.
I would like to thank Jeff Pearson from Maui Land and Pine, Rory Frampton, from Rory
Frampton and Associates -- not sure who you're with now, Rory -- and also David Goode
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from KSD. All these gentlemen came forward with what looked like initial complaints
but actually were very good suggestions in how we could improve the bill. And I took
those suggestions to heart and I think we now have a really workable bill. There might
be a few more glitches we got to work out, but I think we can deal with that today. So,
Members, without further ado, we're going to tum down the lights, project the bill, and
we are gonna ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam, Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Real quickly and I will not hold back much but I will have
to and I want the public to understand before we start that you have done a yeoman's job
allowing us, myself, and all the others to be a part of this, this process. And I think it's
very important for the community at large to understand that this bill would be the
hallmark and I think will address for many years to come the water needs of our
community. So I want to thank you, Madam Chair, for all your efforts and thank you for
allowing me to be a part of it. I truly appreciate it and taking whatever little manao I had
and incorporating it. I really appreciate it. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. I appreciate that. Mr. Victorino came to
several of the meetings that we had with the Water Director and also gave some
suggestions to make this bill more workable still addressing our intent. And before I go
into this, I just want you folks to know once this bill gets passed, I'm hoping at our next
meeting the next bill that we're going to take is our water allocation bill because we have
to be very certain how we allocate the future water needs of the County. That will be
followed by a water conservation bill because not only do we have to make sure that we
fairly allocate future water, but that the current water that we have now is not being
wasted. So those are the two bills that we're going to be working on after this bill, and so
I just want you to realize there might be some changes in this bill. When we first started
out, it was sort of a water availability and allocation bill, and I think now we're just
focusing on water availability and we'll deal with allocation in a separate bill. So can
everybody see the ... sorry, no, I think, I think it's good. Can you see well enough,
Members? And we did have many copies, hard copies made. So, I think, everybody in
the galley has the opportunity to look at a hard copy and the Members also have it.
You know, the definitions that we have here I'm not going to waste a lot of time with the
definitions except for the ones that I think are very important in regards to the actual
language of the bill. If any of you have questions about other ones that I don't mention,
please, you know, raise your hand or shout out and we'll draw attention to it.
"Applicant" is pretty obvious. And, Members, again, this bill has to do with subdivision
approvals only. So the applicant would be anybody who is seeking ... oh dear, I see a
fault already. I should have changed this, Members. We're gonna have to take out
because this bill in itself originally, as you recall, the bill for water availability was also
going to address land use entitlements, and because that requires the amendment of
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Title 19, which also requires review from the various planning commISSIons, we
separated that portion of the bill out and now we're just doing Title 18 which has to do
with subdivisions. And I guess this, this was something that we didn't look at so we're
gonna have to take out. "Applicants" means any person or entity seeking subdivision of
property. All these other things requesting county land use permits, conditional permit of
property, changes in zoning of the property, general and community plan amendments,
we will be taking that out of the bill today with no objection and just leaving applicant.
"Applicant" means any person or entity seeking subdivision of property. You follow me,
Members?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
"Approved engineering report" means a report prepared by a licensed professional
engineer experienced in such fields as water resources, hydrogeology, water supply, or
environmental engineering and approved by the Director of the State Department of
Health pursuant to Hawaii Administrative Rules, Section 11-20-29 and 11-20-29.5. This
definition, Members, comes straight out of the Hawaii Administrative Rules. And we
will discuss that a little further as we get into the bill.
"Cumulative impact", this is one of the criteria that would be reviewed by our Director of
Water Supply and so we felt we needed a good definition. It means the impact on the
environment and water supply that results from the incremental impact of the action
when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of
what agency or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result
from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of
time.
"Groundwater", this is basically also taken from HAR, means any water found beneath
the surface whether in perched supply, dike confined, flowing or percolating III
underground channels or streams under artisan pressure or not, or otherwise.
"Long-term, reliable supply of water" means the County water meter reservation, or the
total water supplies from a private, non-County source available within a 20-year
projection that will meet the projected demand associated with a proposed development,
in addition to existing and planned future uses.
"Potable water" means water that's been certified by the Department of Health as suitable
for cooking or drinking purposes. We do mention "plan" in here and that means the
water use and development plan for the County of Maui comprised of the technical report
and executive summary.
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"Subdivision", and this, Members, is a definition taken directly from Title 18, means
improved or unimproved land or lands divided in two or more lots, parcel sites, or other
divisions of land for the purpose, whether immediate or in the future of sale, lease, rental,
transfer of title to or interested in, any or all such parcels.
I'm not going to read "surface water", Members. I'm ... I want to get into the meat of the
bill. If anybody feels we need to read it, please say so. It's a standard definition from
DOH.
"Sustainable yield", I will read this because often when we discuss sustainable yield, we
are speaking of it in regards to the yield of a total aquifer. In this instance, we're talking
about the sustainable yield of the water source itself that mayor may not ... that may be in
question in determining whether or not you have a reliable supply. So I'm going to read
that. It means the maximum rate at which water may be withdrawn from a water source
without impairing the utility or quality of the water source as determined by the State
Water Commission and set forth in the plan.
"Traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights and practices" means the rights ... and
the reason I've defined that, Members, we didn't have it defined in our previous bill. In
the previous bill it was the various native Hawaiian rights were spelled out as a criteria
for review. I thought it was more appropriate to just put it in as a definition. Means the
rights of ahupuaa tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the
islands ... Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, including but not limited, to the cultivation or
propagation of taro on one's own kuleana and the gathering of hihiwai, opai, oopu, limu,
limu thatch, ti leaf, aho cord, and medicinal plants for subsistence, cultural, and religious
purposes, as set forth in Article XII, Section 7, Hawaii State Constitution and Section
174C-l 0 1, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Section 174C, Members, is the State Water Code.
So this is the definition that's already legally defined and we're just applying it into this
bill.
So, "Title and purpose", excuse me. This chapter shall be known as the County's water
availability policy. The Council acknowledges and affirms that water is a natural and
cultural resource that must be protected, preserved, and managed as a public trust, and
hereby establishes the policy that requires verification of a long-term, reliable supply of
water before subdivisions are approved.
"Applicability and scope", the provisions of this chapter shall apply to all requests or
applications for subdivisions pursuant to Chapter 18 of this Code, unless exempted under
Section 14.12.030. No request for final subdivision approval pursuant to Chapter 18.12
of this code shall be granted until the availability of water is verified in writing pursuant
to Section 14.12.040. Subdivisions bonded pursuant, again, applicability, subdivisions
bonded pursuant to Sections 18.20.190, 18.20.200, and 18.20.210 shall not be exempt
from this chapter. Members, I want to pause here for a minute because where we've had
problems in the past is that someone goes forward for a subdivision and they bond all the
improvements and that means they don't put the actual improvements in the ground.
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They go and get an insurance or security bond that says they will do the improvements
down the road. And in the County Code, under Section 18, the Director of Public Works
can sign off on this bond and allow ... and give them final subdivision approval without
having done any of the improvements.
And then what happens is they get their final and approval, which means they can record
the subdivision even though it's not ... nothing is done on the land yet. It is all on paper.
They can go and record that with the Bureau of Conveyances and then begin to sell the
lots. And, you know, that is an advantage for the developer in many ways because they
can generate money on their project before they've really spent any appreciable money
except for doing their maps. And then what happens is even though all along the line, the
County Water Department has said no guarantee of water, but when they go to get their
signoff on their subdivision after they put in the improvements and they've already sold
the lots to everybody, it's next to impossible for the County Department of Water Supply
to say I can't give you meters at that point. Because you have 100 or 100-plus individual
homeowners who are relying on water because they, I guess, thought they had an inherent
right because the subdivider sold them a lot.
So, that's why we have this in here as an exemption or as an applicable provision because
we want to stop that from happening. I would venture to guess it makes it very difficult
for the Water Department to plan our water use, to plan how much water we have to
allocate currently and in the future, and it could be one of the reasons why we have been
cut short in the situation we're in right now with lao. So that, any question on that,
Members? And just so you know, sections, these three sections I am calling out, one has
to do with the actual bond agreement and the other two have to do with written
agreements that they have to make with the County in regarding the bond, what the
improvements ... the cost of the improvements that are being bonded, and when they have
to make sure that they're done.
Item D, verification of the availability of a long-term, reliable supply of water pursuant to
Section 14.12.040 shall not constitute an assurance or guarantee of water source from a
private, non-County source. And that's in there to protect the County from liability
should the developer for some reason whose doing a private source run into a problem
and not be able to deliver the source. E, water source development agreements with
private entities such as defined in Section 14.03.020 shall be subject to the provisions of
this chapter. That means if we're doing a joint venture agreement with a private
developer, they're going to drill the well and put in a certain amount of transmission lines
or whatever, distribution lines, well, it would be transmission or a pump or whatever
facility is in, in the agreement. They're not exempt from this either, nor is the County.
Exemptions ...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Mateo.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Madam Chair, if you can go
back to Item D again.
CHAIR ANDERSON: D?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Item D, just, just for clarification purposes. You said that it
was to protect the County from having to provide additional source should the developer
or development project fall short in being able to provide. Isn't that the whole intent and
purpose of the verification of their source to be sure that they have a 20-year minimum
accessibility to water? So, is this, is the intent, I don't know what the intent is at this
particular point because the whole premise that we're dealing with at this point with this
ordinance is to be sure that you have a long-term, reliable source available. So, I don't
understand clearly Item D.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So if you could clarify.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. I'll try to make an explanation and then we'll have our
Corporation Counsel speak to this 'cause this was an addition that he put in and I'm sure
it has to do with County liability. The long-term, reliable supply of water that will be
verified through an engineering report approved by the Department of Health doesn't
necessarily mean that the system is fully constructed yet. Okay. It just means that and
we'll get into it when discuss the, the engineering report and what is required by the
Department of Health. You know, you can go in, drill for a well, do some pump tests and
show that, that you have a sustainable yield, enough that you can test for the quality of
the water. But that doesn't mean that the system is wholly constructed yet. The
distribution lines and we don't know what variables might be involved in it. You know,
there could be various filter systems that have to be installed and all of that. And, and
what happens if the well collapses? What happens if something down the line makes this
viable source no longer adequate? We don't want whoever's relied on this bill and our
County's verification to then fall back on the County and say, well, you verified that we
would have water from this private source -COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Contradictory.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --and now we want to hold you liable. So either Director Eng or Ed
Kushi, would you like to speak to this issue? If, if I haven't explained it clearly or if you
could further clarify for Mr. Mateo.
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Madam Chair. As I understand it again, this did not come from our office
although we would recommend that. It's like, like anything else, I mean, you know, I
guarantee you I will not assault you. I verify that, then two months later, I assault you.
Does the, then the courts, or whoever I made that assurance from be liable for that? It's
making the applicant go through various hoops to verify in writing prior to construction a
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source of water, but we will not guarantee to the individual end-users that, that source of
water from the, from a County perspective.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, then I, then I think I still have an issue with it
because regardless of whether we're saying you are not going to use our source because
you have your source available, the end result is if in fact the source collapse or there is a
calamity, there is no way the County is going to look at a development project and say
you 100 homeowners will not get County source. I don't believe the County will do that.
So we're, you know, hook, line, and sinker we're in.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, I would hope that, well, I would hope that the system would be in
and we're gonna actually we're gonna address the construction of the system today.
That's one of the things that we want to add into this bill is when the system gets actually
constructed. And when we talk about the engineering report, Mr. Mateo, all of you guys
have copies of the Administrative Rules and we'll be ... 1'11 be calling out that section
when we get to it. And I think that the, the criteria that must be included in the
engineering report makes it very clear that, that, that it's a safe and adequate supply and
they have to do a lot to prove that. So, and if we have a provision in here that says the
system must be constructed within a certain period of time, then I think that we're, we're
okay. I don't think that this is going to fall back on the County. Mr. Director, do you
have any comments to make on this?
MR. ENG: Yes, Member Mateo, if I can offer my understanding of this particular paragraph.
Basically, what I interpreted it as saying is that if the Department verifies this new
source, but for whatever reason it doesn't come to fruition, you know, things happen
during the construction phase, maybe the developer might have some funding issues, but
let's say it doesn't happen, this paragraph actually protects the County from the buyers of
the various parcels from the subdivider to come back and blame it on us. So I think,
basically, it's giving us just some protection from potential lawsuits.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Yeah, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. As you read that condition, I had put a question
mark next to it and I'd like to thank Member Mateo for asking the question that I was
thinking. You know, ever since we've been talking about this bill, the word "guarantee"
has made me very uncomfortable because, you know, a guarantee is just that. It means I
am going to stand behind this, it's certain, it's so, it's so finite. You know, it's so, so
definite. And we know from our history here in Maui County that a lot of these sources
that we develop that we have great hopes for or that start out really good or systems that,
oh, we're going to take care of ourself and then later on they're on our doorstep or we
have wells that, you know, the pump breaks and they're out of service forever or
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whatever. I mean it is such an iffy kind of situation that to say a guaranteed source for
20 years. Can we find language maybe that is a little less, I don't know, that you can take
to the bank, I mean, you know, I think that it can be reasonable. You know, you can use
the word "reasonable", but to say "guarantee" makes me uncomfortable.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, I mean ...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: There is no guarantee in life.
MR. KUSHI: Madam Chair. Member Baisa, -COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: --I can guarantee you, we all will die one day. That's, that's about it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, that and pay taxes. Guarantee. That's it.
MR. KUSHI: But aside from that, you know, as I read the bill, there's really no, nothing that
says, that states that through this process that the County will guarantee the reliable,
long-term source. It just goes into a process where it verify based on the applicant's
representation. So, I don't believe that by the Director issuing a verification that the
County in any way guarantees.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
discussed this bill.

You know that we've used that word a lot here as we've

CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, if you look at the definition, Ms. Baisa, of "long-term, reliable
supply of water" says nothing, nothing about guarantee, means the County water meter
reservation or the total water supplies from a private, non-County source available within
a 20-year projection that will meet the projected demand associated with the proposed
development, in addition to existing and planned future uses. So, there's nothing, you
know, you're picking that word out of this one I guess hold harmless provision.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. It's been kicked around a lot in our previous meetings. In
fact we had a big discussion about this issue of being able to even certify a 20-year
source because, you know, that's iffy, and while I don't have a problem with trying to
project that the water will be there for 20 years there really is no way of knowing that.
MR. KUSHI: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well ... Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: If! may to ease your, the Member's concerns on Paragraph D, you could restate it
to say that the verification shall not constitute an assurance, covenant, or warranty of
water from a private source. Strike that word "guarantee".
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I kinda like that better. Thank you. You're very good.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Then we'll do that. Members, no objections?
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS
CHAIR ANDERSON: Take out "guarantee" and put in "warranty". And, and, you know,
Members, every county in this State requires a source of water before subdivision. And I
don't know that they use the word "guarantee" but a reliable source. Okay. So we can
go on to exemptions?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: "Exemptions", this chapter shall not apply to A, family subdivisions as
defined in section 18.20, excuse me, .280 of this code. Members, family subdivisions are
you aware of the ... we talked about this in the past. People can get subdivision for the
purpose of passing on lots to their family without doing the improvements. They have to
sign an agreement with the County, but we don't want this to hold people up from
passing land on to their ohana so that's why that exemption is in here. B, developments
where 100 percent of the total number of units and/or lots shall be sold or rented to
households earning less than 160 percent of the median income for the County ofMaui as
set forth by the Department of Housing and Urban Development of the United States of
America. Members, I'm going to request that we ... 1 left this in because when we first
started doing this bill, as I said, it was sort of a water availability and allocation bill and
now it's strictly just water availability and either you have water or you don't have water.
It doesn't really matter what it's for and I would request that we delete that from this bill
today and make that one of our priority uses in our water allocation bill. Are there any
objections? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, if the intent is to show that this Item B as, as a
high priority or the priority ... (change tape, start side IE) . .. as we develop the water
allocation bill, I don't have a problem because ... and I'm going to take issue with Item A
as well. Item, if there's no water, there's no water because Item A is also referenced in
Item D, which is a subdivision that does not require, as, as you mentioned, accessibility
to water at that particular point in time. So Item A based on your explanation, is already
referenced in Item D. So I think A and B are two items that perhaps we could list in the
water allocation bill as number one and number two if in fact A was explained ... accepted
as the way you explained it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah, I just kept that in because that was what we had originally, Item D,
we have, that's a new section. And I think that, Mr. Mateo, we might want to keep that in
because ... the family subdivisions because we're referencing section 18.20.280, which
requires them in order to get the subdivision for family purposes, it requires them to sign
a written agreement saying that they will not. Is that correct, Mr. Kushi?
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MR. KUSHI: I'm sorry, I wasn't following you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, dear. Maybe we can have Mr. Arakawa come down here, our
Director of Public Works. I see what you are saying, Mr. Mateo, but maybe Item D
would be all-encompassing. Mr. Arakawa, are you familiar with the provision for family
subdivisions?
MR. ARAKAWA: Yes, Madam Chair. Family subdivisions basically allow you a deferral of
putting in the improvements. And it ... as you mentioned, it just allows a subdivision of
lots in order to pass on property interest to, you know, family or, or ohana. But when
they come in later and want to obtain a building permit that's when the improvements
would be required.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So, Milton, do you have a copy of the bill in front of you?
MR. ARAKAWA: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: If maybe you could check Section D under exemptions. Members, just
to answer Member Mateo's concern, I'm going to skip down D where it says subdivision,
this is again an exemption, subdivisions which do not require water service such as
consolidation and resubdivisions that do not add additional lots, road-widening lots or
easements for access purposes. Do you think that that encompasses the family
subdivision provision?
MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, actually, you, you could include family subdivisions under D
as well, and that way it will be clear.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And would we need to also cite Section 18.20.280?
MR. ARAKAWA: Certainly, that doesn't hurt to include that citation.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. So, Members, would you like to do that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, combine A and D.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Put A down into Item D?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah
CHAIR ANDERSON: Kim, could you do that for us please? Okay, let's go back to B then.
Any other concerns with taking B out and putting it in our allocation bill?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: No objections? Okay, let's ...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair? Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. I don't have an objection as long as the next
process in developing the water allocation bill is our next step because I don't want to
leave a big gap between ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, no, no. It's being developed as we speak.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Terrific, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: On my honor, I will try to do my duty .... (laughter) . .. Okay. The next
exemption which will now be Exemption A. Building, grading, or other ministerial
construction permits as described in Chapter 18.28. Any problem with that?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Mr. Arakawa, you got any problems with that?
MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, I'm sorry, I don't have the Code in front of me. I just wanted
to check what 18.28 is comprised of.
CHAIR ANDERSON: If maybe somebody in my office could bring that in here for me. I had it
on my desk and forgot. It's a white binder, Title 18, Title 19. Jock, it's probably in my
brief case. I have all that earmarked and I forgot to bring it in. We tried to match this up
as close as we could with Title 18 and that's why I've called out certain sections to make
sure that we're not in conflict in any way with Title 18.

(Note: long pause)
CHAIR ANDERSON: The purpose in this, Members, is if you've already got your subdivision,
and all you need to do is get a building permit or a grading permit, you by all rights
should already have water if you've got your final subdivision approval. So we don't
want to unduly burden people to have to come in and get another verification in order to
get their building permit and that's the purpose and intent. Chapter 18.28 is building
permits.
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MR. KUSHI: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Kushi.
Mr. KUSHI: Yes. Madam Chair, I understand that the intent and purpose of your, the building
permit because, in essence, when you get to that stage, it should be a ministerial action.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. KUSHI: However, in discussing with Mr. Milton Arakawa, the Director, there should be
some amendment to include condominiums because ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: You mean condominium regimes?
MR. KUSHI: Right. Because as you know, that technically they're approved by the
estate ... Real Estate Commission. They're not deemed ... there's no division or land per
se and they're kind of like a hybrid. The County treats them like a hybrid in that they fit
them into the category of four or more dwelling units and then, then we can impose
infrastructure improvements. But they are not subdivisions per se, but all they basically
need from the County is a building permit. So, and ...
CHAIR ANDERSON:
permits?

So then wouldn't they be exempt under A where it says building

MR. KUSHI: Well, that's again, that's a policy call on your part. If you want exempt all
condominiums because ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Now you don't mean building a high-rise condominium? You mean
condominium regime where they go in, you know, in essence, privately subdivide the lot
into smaller lots or parcels?
MR. KUSHI: They're included, too. You know, you can go horizontal or you can go vertical
and, and if you're talking about vertical, a 50-unit timeshare condo would fit into your
exemption.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Based on ...
MR. KUSHI: Based on they only needing a building permit from us.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Because they don't need to be subdivided.
MR. KUSHI: Correct.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Do we want to exempt them, Members? 1 mean if they've already been
subdivided, let's just take an example, somebody has a subdivided lot that has something
on it right now, a hotel, or a real condominium, they want to tear it down and make
timeshare units and in essence, condominiumize [sicJ the property and sell off the various
units as individual homeowner units. Why would we want them to verify the water
because it's already, they've already got water. Unless, unless it's a more intense use.
MR. KUSHI: Yes, in that example, of course, they would have had a meter already.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. KUSHI: So, and hopefully from the County. I'm looking at the new ones, thinking about
the new possible condos.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and are you saying that we have to exempt them? That we can't,
because it's State law -MR. KUSHI: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --0r. .. 1 am not following you, Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: The way it works right now and the Public Works Director can chime in if he, if
he possibly can. A person wants to go through a condominium they don't come to the
Public Works, they go to the Real Estate Commission. They do all the reports and they
get a final report and if it's four or more units, we treat them as subdivisions. However,
we do not give them final subdivision approval, a preliminary final subdivision approval,
there is no plat, final plat mapping involved. The, the only, the end result we give them is
a building permit. But we do impose requirements on them, roadways, infrastructure
improvements if there are residential parks assessments. But, by this language, 1 can see
an argument being made that they are not subject to a verification.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So how would we change that? 1 don't think we want to exclude them
from verifying water. How would we ...
MR. KUSHI: 1 would suggest that if, if this is the way the, your Committee wants to go, that we
include them in the initial definition of a subdivision. And between Staff, my office, and
Public Works, we can come up with the definition.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So, Members, do you follow that? By including it as a subdivision, in
the definition of subdivision and under applicability, that would then not exempt them
from this. Everybody follow?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Kushi, we would appreciate you
coming up with language to include condominium.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Fast question for Corporation Counsel. Is there such a
thing as State partition on a given property? Like say, I have ten acres, I want to partition
all ten acres to maybe five different partitions.
MR. KUSHI: Member Pontanilla, if you're talking about like the Circuit Court partition action,
yeah, I mean generally if you, they'll only go to partition if you can't agree with your
co-owners. You know, 100 owners and you can't get together so you go to court and
then the judge says okay, we either sell the whole land or we cut it up. Long time ago,
the court could just cut it up, have a survey, and that would constitute a subdivision.
Now the law says they have to follow, they can cut it up, but they have to come back to
the County and apply for a subdivision. So they're covered.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Good, thank you.
MR. ENG: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah, Director Eng.
MR. ENG: Director Arakawa and I have been kind of struggling with this 14.12.030,
exemptions, Paragraph D ... C, I'm sorry. And that is an exemption for the building
permits and other ministerial construction permits. The way we kind of look at the
County Code, for building permits, that might be a little bit too broad a term of an
exemption and it's re-clarified exactly, you know, our intent. And under ministerial
construction permits, that would need to be further defined and be specific 'cause at this
time we're not even quite certain what that would include.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And what did you say again about building permits? You wanted
it to be more ...
MR. ENG: Well, it seems right now it's ... it seems a bit too broad. We're already ... we're kind
of concerned there might be a loophole there.
CHAIR ANDERSON: In that possibly land that was subdivided and never built on years ago
could then come forward without and maybe not have a water meter could now come
forward and, and avoid having to secure your approval for available water and just get a
building permit? I'm not certain what, what your concern is. But, does anybody else?
Mr. Arakawa, please help us.
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MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, I guess, you know, for me coming in towards the tail end of
this discussion, the concern is more that the general process when a building permit
application is filed with DSA, we circulate it out to the Planning ... to the Water
Department and they will check on whether or not, you know, water is available for the
building that is being proposed. So, the question I would have is whether or not with this
exemption, now we are waiving the Water Department's review of that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I see. Well, we certainly don't want to do that. So are you saying that,
Mr. Arakawa, that there's a possibility that there is land out there that doesn't need
subdivision, doesn't need any kind of entitlement, all it needs is to go and get a building
permit and they may not have water?
MR. ARAKAWA: Well, we ... any building permit application gets circulated to the Water
Department now. So maybe, let's say, a property may not have a meter, they want to do
a building on it, we would circulate that out to the Water Department for their ... for their
approval. Or if there's a meter but they want a bigger meter that, you know, those types
of questions always get answered through the building permit process.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So then, I guess, we need language in here that puts an exception,
building, grading, or other ministerial construction permits which do not require review
by the Department of Water Supply?
MR. ENG: You know, Madam Chair, I know like your question about are there any subdivided
lots without a meter or water service or lateral. I think that certainly can be said to be
true for Up country. There are some lots that were subdivided back in the 1960s and '70s
that currently lay idle and that's one of the issues we face. They might have even had a
lateral put in but they never came in and applied for a meter. So, you know, we would,
again, Up country has a meter priority list so that kind of controls everything already, but
yeah, there could be some exceptions that we have to be concerned about.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Well, let's set this aside for further review, Members. I think we
need to tighten that language up. So we can address the concerns and maybe during our
break we can get better language in place. We have three good brains sitting up here.
Shall we move on? Did you want to discuss this any further or we'll move on and come
back to it?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Go ahead.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Do you understand the concerns, Member. .. Members? Again, there's so
many variables that we really can't anticipate until we get into discussion like this. Item
D, subdivisions which do not require water servIce. We're going to fold family
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subdivision into that. Were there any other concerns on Item D? Subdivisions which do
not require water service such as consolidation and resubdivision that do not add
additional lots, road-widening lots, or easements for access purposes.
MR. ENG: Excuse me, Madam Chair, I'd like to add, I guess, after road-widening lots, utility
lots, lots used for utility purposes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. That's good. You can add that in. Mr. Kushi, you got any ideas?
You know, I did originally, we had large-lot subdivisions in here at the request of a
member of the development committee but as I looked further into it, you need at least
one meter to do a large lot subdivision. Is that correct, Director Eng?
MR. ENG: You know, I am not really aware of that. I can get back to you on that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: The thing is, with a large lot, you can do one dwelling unit. Large lots
are 18.16.270. In subdividing tracts into large lots, which at sometime, which at some
future time, are likely to be resubdivided, the Director may require that the blocks of such
size and shape be so divided into lots and contain such building site restrictions as will
provide for extension and opening of streets at intervals, which will permit a subsequent,
a subsequent subdivision of any large lot. And then it goes on to say that, improvements
along adjacent streets and large lots may be deferred with the approval of the Director;
provided that the subdivider or owner, heirs, and assigns agree to provide deferral
agreements upon actual development or future resubdivision of each large lot except,
however, that new large lots created by resubdivision may also defer improvements as
provided in this section and observe the following building restrictions: for residential
zoned areas, and those areas designated rural and agricultural, no more than one dwelling
per lot is permitted. Utilities such as sewer and electricity will be required for all lots.
Water requirements pursuant to the rules and regulations of the Department of Water
Supply shall be installed. For large lots, the size of utilities may be based on the
minimum requirement for one dwelling per lot. And so that's why I left it in because it
appears to me that they, they've got to put in water utilities. Water requirements pursuant
to the rules and regs of DWS shall be installed. Any correction of my interpretation,
Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: No. I think you're correct.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. So that's why we took out large lots. But we will put in utility
lots. Any other questions or concerns on that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair? Question.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It says, subdivisions or resubdivisions or that do not add
additional lots road widening, or whatever,. What if, in the process of redoing something
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they want to change the type of building that is on the property? Say for instance, you
have, you know, just a regular house and now you want to build a ten-bedroom house or
whatever, you know, we see a lot of these nowadays, which would mean that the amount
of water needed would be more than is currently used. Do we have a concern about that?
CHAIR ANDERSON: I think that would be dealt with at the building permit stage. The, the
request would come to the Department of Water Supply at that point, and they would say,
well, your meter only services enough for these many fixtures. Is that correct, Director
Eng?
MR. ENG: Yes, that is correct. We would review their, any additional fixture, unit counts, and
determine the corresponding additional demand and verify either the existing meter,
meter can, can accommodate them, or if not, then they would have to apply for a larger
meter.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So it ... while it might be exempted here, it would be caught
during the building permit process?
MR. ENG: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So remember, Members, we're just trying to apply this prior to
subdivision approval ... final approval. The, the next item of exemption is subdivisions of
15 lots or less that will not be serviced by County water meters. The reason I put this in,
Members, is because we're following the Department of Health regulations and currently
Department of Health does not regulate or require oversight of lots that serve, of water
service ... private water service for 15 lots or less or servicing 25 people or less. So we're
just trying to stay in accordance with Department of Health regulations.
Now if they want County water meters, this will apply. And, you know, while we're on
it, I think I might just say to people who are considering buying into a subdivision that
has a private water system for 15 lots or less. You are going to be in an unregulated
water system if you purchase property that has a water system servicing 15 lots or less.
They don't oversee it for quality or for any other reason. They consider it a community
system. And so that's why I put it in the exemptions because we are tying this bill to
State Department of Health water rules relating to potable water systems. Any questions,
Members?
MR. KUSHI: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: One ... a point. I'm looking at the Department of Health regulations, and I am
assuming that you're taking the definition from the, I mean, your formula from the
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definition of a public water system. And it says, it states, if the system has at least
15 service connections, so your exemption says, subdivisions of 15 lots or less, so it
should be less than 15.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: At least 15.
MR. KUSHI: Yeah. 'Cause if it's 15, at least then it is covered by the Department of Health.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consistent.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. So, I see what you are saying. So we should have it less than 15?
MR. KUSHI: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you for catching that, Mr. Kushi.
MR. ENG: Excuse me, Madam Chair, and this is just a comment. 'Cause I know you simplified
this, this paragraph from, from the other week, but you know, we understand your intent
of this, you know, to comply with that, the chapter. But maybe others won't clearly
understand it. What if you kind of go back to what you had earlier, but I would suggest
maybe stating that, it reads, you know, as an exemption, water systems not subject to
HAR 11-20-2.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. We did have that in there originally and then I thought, well, it
would be confusing because not everybody's gonna know what that says or means. But I
have no objections to that and that way it makes it very specific. The problem we had
with this, Members, is that the State Department of Health defines a "public water
system" differently than we define a "public water system" in our Department of Health,
or Department of Water Supply rules and regulations. We define a "public water system"
as being a municipal... a system serviced by a municipal system. And, and that
everything else is private. But that's not the way the Department of Health defines it.
Anything over 15 services, they consider public, whether it's owned by a private entity or
not. It's serving the public. So I was trying to avoid that confusion. But I think the
Director has a good suggestion. Subdivisions -- what did you say, Director, -MR. ENG: Madam Chair, I just made it real simple.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --we had originally?
MR. ENG: I just stated that or suggested it read, water systems not subject to HAR 11-20-2.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Not subject to HAR 11-20-2. That's, that's the definition I would say.
Two is the section on definitions I would say, not subject to 11-20-29 and 29.5.
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Twenty-nine is use of new sources of raw water for public systems and 29.5 is capacity
demonstration and evaluation. That would be more specific to what we're ... I think
you're kind of shortening what I had there. I had the definition section of HAR. And
that is Section 20-2. Was that the intent, Director Eng?
MR. ENG: Yes, you're correct. Yeah. You were making it more specific to these other sections
of that chapter and that's good. I, 11-20-2 is, you know, includes that definition of public
... (change tape, start side 2A) . .. I was referring to that. But you're correct, we do want
them to ... the whole purpose of this is for them to ... for subdividers to be required to be in
compliance with 11-20-29 and 11-20-29.5.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. ENG: So that would be fine.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Did you get that, Kim?
MS. WILLENBRINK: ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. The exemption would read water systems not subject to, and I
think we should be a little helpful here, and say Department of Health regulations,
Section 11-20-29 and 29.5. Members, if you want to see the definition, it's on Page 3 of
the hand out, highlighted.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: You mean you wanted ... Madam Chair, you wanted 11.20-2 [sic],
right?
CHAIR ANDERSON: No.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No?
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, that's only the definition. Not ... we don't want it to be not subject to
the definition. We want it to be not subject to the rules relating to potable water systems.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: So 11.20 [sic] and 11.29 [sic] and 11.29-5 [sic]?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right, right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And those are the regulations, I mean, Members, what I handed you out
here is the regulations for rules relating to potable water systems. But the regulations are
about this thick. And you can see a lot of it has to do with water quality, the standards for
water quality testing and all that. I didn't include all that because that is not what we're
doing. We are just following 11-29, what they have to do to develop a new raw water, a
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new system of raw water for public use, as well as their requirement to demonstrate
capacity and evaluation of the system. So those are the sections that I copied for you and
at one time we were gonna try to put in a new definition of what a public water system
means in concert with HAR. But that got a little too convoluted so we took it out. So
now the new section is going to read, or the new exemption, subdivisions ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Not subdivisions.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Water systems.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I think it needs to be water systems-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --not subdivisions. Water systems not subject to Department of Health
Regulations Sections 11-20-29 and 11-20-29.5. And so those are going to be less than
15 lots. Okay? Are we all good on that?
Okay. Our next section, "Water availability policy". No subdivision unless exempted
under 14.12.030 shall be approved unless the applicant has received written receipt of a
County water meter reservation or identifies a long-term reliable supply of water to serve
the development. The applicant's identification of a long-term reliable supply of water
that will meet the projected demand associated with the proposed development shall be
verified by an approved engineering report. The engineering report, Members, is defined
in our definition. And I handed you out at the last meeting the ... and for those in the
audience listening, the guidelines the Department of Health has recently put out that
actually summarized what the regulations say. And in an engineering report, the things
that are required with an engineering report, and just I'm gonna go over this briefly,
Members, so that you understand and those who are listening, we're not asking for just
any engineering report. It's highly specified in the regulations as to what must be
included in the engineering report in order for a private system to be approved for public
use.
And the definition that we have, again, comes straight out of the Hawaii Administrative
Rules as to what an engineering report should ... well, it ties it to the Administrative
Rules. There needs to be identification of all significant factors having potential for
contamination or reducing the quality of water source or which could cause the quality of
water delivered to users of the public water system to be in violation of any State primary
drinking water rule. Data relating to quality and quantity of the source waters under
normal conditions and during stress periods, drought, or heavy precipitation as
determined by field and laboratory analysis and investigations of available records. If
records are not available or are inadequate to determine source quality, under stress
conditions ... I'm sorry, Members, if you want to follow along it's in the regulations that I
handed out to you, it is highlighted 11-20-29. I'm just reading directly off of that. It
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starts on Page 4, I believe, of the handout. Right. The very bottom of Page 4, 11-20-29,
use of new sources of raw water for public water systems.
I'm not going to read it all, Members, you can glance down, but just to give yourself, and
the public, and the people here who may not be familiar what the engineering report
consists of. It also goes on to say ... oh, I stopped. If records are not available or are
inadequate to determine source quality under stress conditions, an estimate of expected
quality and quantity during stress conditions should be established. If the proposed new
water source is a surface source, identification of the proximity and effects of sources of
pollution and the possibility of contamination due to operation of waste treatment
facilities or waste disposal systems, additional spills of hazardous materials, agricultural
operations, and any other activities which could introduce contaminants into the water
source.
Factors affecting the time of travel or actual potential pollutants, they're very
considered ... concerned about water quality. Actual and potential siltation problems,
possible effects on water quality from existing or proposed upstream impoundments. If
the proposed new water sources is a well, spring, or infiltration gallery, identification of
the soil overlaying the water source, any fissures or faults related to the purification or
treatment of percolating fluids from existing or future activities; nature, distance,
direction of flow, and time of travel of contaminants from present and projected
domestic, industrial, and agricultural sources of pollution and waste injection wells, and
other waste disposal facilities; the probability and effective surface drainage or
contaminated underground water entering the subject water source. For each present and
projected potential source of contamination, identification, and evaluation of alternative
control measures which could be implemented to reduce or eliminate the potential for
contamination of the water source, including treatment of the water source or if subject to
contamination, and evaluation of the physical, economic, and social effects of
implementing such control measures.
Now that has to do with, with the regulations that need to be or rather the identification of
factors that need to be in the engineering report for new sources of raw water for public
systems. Then it goes on to say that in 29.5 in determining capacity, and I'm just going
to go on with that right now since we are on it, Members. Twenty nine has to do ... oh,
and also as we're discussing this in regards to the engineering report, once the licensed
engineer supplies the report to the Department of Health, they review it to see whether or
not it is complete. And they have the opportunity to ask for more information if it's ... say
they are identifying some kind of a contaminant and the Department doesn't feel that
they've provided a mitigation measure for that contaminant now they could ask them to
provide more information. At any time, they can ask for more information and then
when the applicant has provided all the information that the Department of Health has
requested of them, then they send that report out for review to various agencies for interagency review. It goes to the State Water Resource Commission ... the State Water
Commission ... the State Commission on Water Resource management. It goes to actually
to the US, University of Hawaii Water Resource Center. It goes to the various counties
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that may be affected. In this case, it would come to our County Water Department for the
Director's review and comment. And then the agencies have 30 days with which to
review the report and make comments and then they send their comments back to DOH.
Those comments are responded to in the engineering report and then DOH makes the
determination that the engineering report is final. And once they've determined that it's
final, they have 90 days to approve it.
I spoke with Mr. Mike Miyahara, who is the engineer that processes these reports for
DOH, and he says as long as the report is complete and final that they never take 90 days
to approve it. That that's the whole point in making sure that the application is complete.
And that the 90 days don't start until they deem it complete. So that overcomes all this
timing problem that we were having. Because when the engineering report is sent to the
Department of Water Supply, Director Eng is going to be looking at all these criteria that
we have listed under Section C, Members, and we'll get to that in a minute. And any of
these factors that he wants to consider, that DOH has not considered, he has the
opportunity to make comments so that DOH could then take those factors under
consideration. Because we may have knowledge here and concerns here that DOH is not
aware of. They are after all on Oahu.
So that is a briefing of what the engineering report is, Members. And I'm going to call a
break right now for us. I think we've taken in a lot of information and when we come
back, I'm just going to briefly go through the rest of these, these are all criteria for
consideration that have been in this bill for some time. And I don't think I need to go
through each one of them. I want to give Director Eng a chance to comment. I want to
give you folks a chance to comment. And I certainly want to give the public a chance to
testify. So, Members, we're going to take a 10-minute recess. Reconvene at 20 minutes
to 11 :00. Committee is in recess .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:31 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:05 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: ... (gavel). .. Sorry for that extended break, Members, we ... trying to
work out technical language here. So we left off under policy. But I think, let's go back
up to exemptions because we worked out some language I think that works for both the
Water Department and the Public Works Department. Under building, grading, or other
ministerial--I can't read with that green, it's too dark--construction permits not requiring
new water source as described in Chapter 18.28 and that way it's, it's real clear.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Subdivisions do not require ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: After permits not requiring new water source as described in Chapter
18.28. Does that work for you, Director Arakawa?
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MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, just a matter of preference, I'd rather have it building,
grading, or other ministerial construction permits as described in Chapter 18.28 which
don't require new water source.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, that, that probably reads better. Director Eng, is that good for
you?
MR. ENG: Yes. Yeah. That clarifies everything. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Did you follow that Kim? Okay. Any questions, Members?
Okay. So let's go back down to water policy. And I went on my tangent I think when we
got to engineering report, verified by an approved engineering report. Any questions
about the engineering report, Members? It's pretty clear.
Okay, the next one then is B. Upon request, the director shall verify in writing the
issuance of a County water meter reservation or the receipt of an approved engineering
report for non-county water service. Is that clear? Sometimes when you sleep with these
things, you can't see the forest for the trees, and so I want to make sure everybody
understands the intent here. Upon request, that means the subdivider is going to be
requesting this information from the Director. Okay?
C, prior to final approval of an engineering report, submitted to the Department of Health
Safe Drinking Water Branch, pursuant to HAR 11-20-29 and 11-20-29.S the director
shall review and comment on the engineering report within 30 days of receipt of the
report from the Department of Health during the inter-agency review period. In
reviewing the report for comment, the director shall consider all of the following factors.
Now, Members, I'm not going to read all these IS different factors. They've been in the
bill since we initiated the bill. We did fine tune some of it. Number nine, I just, I put
potential adverse impacts on the exercise of traditional and customary native Hawaiian
rights and practices and those we defined in our definitions. And we did a comparison
between the criteria for consideration in our bill with what is already required in the
engineering report. There are, you know, very few things that are not already required in
the engineering report. One of them is potential cumulative impacts. We want the
Director to have the option to tell DOH that this could have a cumulative impact, because
I know of other uses in the area or I know that the County is planning to use this water in
the future to provide for our community plan designated area in this area.
MR. ENG: Excuse me, Madam Chair. If! may add to your comments?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yes, please.
MR. ENG: On Item SE, which reads adverse impacts on other existing wells, I would like to
add, after existing wells, future, after existing I mean, add future or planned wells.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You follow that, Members? Five E, adverse impacts on other existing,
future, or planned wells. Thank you, Director Eng. You know, this is important,
Members, because what we're trying to do here is craft controls that would be in place if
we had our water use and development plan, you know, current. Because this is a public
resource and we don't want the people who have the money to go and jump line in front
of the County's needs. You know, and you know, this may stimulate people to partner
with the County too. But still, the whole point of this bill is to protect the resource for
not just existing, but for future needs. So I think that is really good, Director, that we add
that in. So if there's any questions on the criteria, I would also like to point out that
during the Department of Health's review of this new potable system, the Director of
Health has the option of calling for a public hearing if there is concern in the community
about the use of this source for a private user. And I'm only going to just give you one
option or one idea of where this might be applicable. But it could be applicable in many
instances.
But let's just say that, and we do have Department of Hawaiian Home Land needs listed
as one of the criteria. Let's say that the Department is, our Department has been working
with DHHL in setting aside water for future development of Hawaiian Home Lands and
they've only been able to provide so much water for them to, to develop so much of the
homes and that they are working with Hawaiian Home Lands in providing source in
another ten years in that same area so that they can expand the development of the Home
Lands. But they currently don't have the water but only for so much. So the Department
knows that they are planning in the future to develop more source to expand the
development of the Hawaiian Home Lands, but possibly DOH doesn't know that. So in
the Directors' review, during the inter-agency review, he could say to DOH, well, we
have plans to develop this source for DHHL in the next, you know, ten years. And we
feel that this would be a competing use and it would be my request that you have a public
hearing before approving this use. And then that way, people who are on Hawaiian
Home's waiting list, could have an opportunity to come and say, wait a minute, private
developer, you are using a source that has been promised for us and for our homes and
we want DOH to take that into consideration, and we have supremacy, priority use of this
water. And so that's again an option that our Director has in giving review comments to
DOH. And so, it may look that these criteria are very broad, Members, but they're all
there for a reason. And most of them as I said will be covered in the engineering report
as required by the department's regulations ... DOH regulations.
But then there are some that we want to have covered because it's a public resource that
they're authorizing the use of on Oahu, but you know, we live here and we know what
the needs are and we know what ... the Director is going to know more about what's going
on in our community than DOH. So, the cumulative impacts, the, you know, once we get
our water use and development plan done, that's something that needs to be considered as
well as our general and community plans. As I said before, if we have, you know, our
water use and development plan is supposed to show where all the lands are designated
for future development and where the waters going to come from to supply that future
development. And we don't know that yet, because the plan's not done. And so, you
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know, the department may have some plans in place to address those needs. And because
it's not in a published plan yet, we need to give them the option in their review.
A few other things that we put in here that are not going to be considered by DOH. Now
mind you, some of this may be considered by State Water Resource Commission. Also,
may be considered by UH. I don't have my ... the guidelines. But, Members, if you look
at your guidelines it lists the various reviewing agencies. I thought we put the guidelines
in the binder? Anyway, some of these other agencies may find these things, but we want
to make sure for Maui County that we have the option to look at this and basically,
Members, these are guidelines for the Department to follow when they review this
engineering report. But it's also guidelines for the private developer out there who's
going to be developing a private source. They know that these are criteria that we're
concerned with and so they will be looking at these also. I don't think that they're going
to be developing a well in the middle of an archeological site but we want to make sure
they don't. That's why we have that provision under Item 8. You know, Maui County
has been working pretty extensively with USGS and they may have information that
DOH doesn't have that Director Eng would have in working with them that he would
want considered. And then the other thing is, you know, we do have a reporting
requirement that is now within the County Code. And if you're a private developer, and
you're not doing your reporting as required by State and County Code, this is another
reminder that you've got to let us know what water you're using and how much you're
usmg. So are there any questions on the criteria, Members?
Okay. So ... oh, shoots, that takes us to Section .050, "Expiration". Well I must have
passed my copy off to somebody during the break. Anyway, "verification", any
verification of a long-term reliable supply of water as required by this chapter shall expire
by limitation and become null and void if the building permit related to the approved
subdivision has not been issued within one calendar year of such verification of water
supply or if the building permit is suspended or revoked at any time after the work has
commenced for a period of one calendar year. The director, for a good cause, may
authorize in writing no more than two extensions of six months provided that the
subdivider has made a written request to the director for such purpose at least 15 days
before the expiration date. Before any new or renewed building permit is issued for the
subdivision, a new updated verification of a long-term, reliable supply of water for this
subdivision must be issued by the director. We've got some problems with this section,
Members, and I am just going to tell you what my understanding is and I think maybe we
found a way to overcome it.
But as this is what we have in front of us. If, let's just take the private source. The
engineering report for the private source, it may be, right now the way this reads is that
the verification becomes null and void after one year and that's problematic. We did put
in extensions. And the extensions that we put in are based on subdivision extensions.
Because if they don't get their final subdivision approval within one year, they can
extend it for two six-month periods. And so, I just kind of mirrored that. But it was
pointed out to me during the break, that if you get an engineering report for a project and
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many times these projects are going to be built over a long period of time, such as a
project district. They don't intend to build it out within a year or build it out even within
five years. But their engineering report has to address the water needs for the full
buildout.
So, it may not be appropriate for us to have their verification be null and void within one
year if the engineering report shows a verification of water for, say it's a projected
20-year buildout. Say, 1,000 units, they're going to build 1,000 units in 20 years. So
ostensively, that source should be good, you know, to the last phase of their development.
So, I think we need to reconsider the limitation period. And then ... and then the other
instance would be, you know, initially we tried to do this to force people to use the water,
not make a water meter reservation and never use it. You know, and then that means
you're hoarding water that could be used for somebody else who wants to build an ohana
unit Upcountry. So, that's why we put that limitation in, but what happens if say, a
subdivider comes to the County and wants to subdivide a large lot into 25 lots and so he
gets water meter reservations for all 25 lots, and then .. .(change tape, start side 2B) . ..
he gets his final subdivision approve ... approved, and then he sells the lots off to people,
and then they build individually, and maybe some of those people aren't going to build
with one or. .. within one or two years. They're not going to go get a building permit as
we have indicated in this expiration. They might say, well, I'm holding this lot, you
know, for my retirement in five years or I'm holding this lot for my children. So we need
to have some way to address that. And currently, when you make a water meter
reservation, within the County's system, the reservation is good for two years and two
six-month extensions. And if you don't use it by then, it expires as well as your fee. You
don't get your fee back. So ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I know we've discussed this and I'm torn with the question, you
know, between what the long-term resident who buys for a future family use and
someone who's going to buy, whether it's for retirement or speculation, how that comes
about, no one knows. And I think I had a discussion with someone in the audience
during the break about this. 'Cause our intents are not always passed on to our family.
And we've seen this many times in this community for which long-term, old-time family
businesses has closed because their children went off and made their mark somewhere
else in America or somewhere else and don't want to come back to Maui so they have no
intention. And to, to lock up water worries me. Worries me that we're going to lock up
water for someone you don't know when and where they're going to build.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: And I'm not sure how we can get around it so I'm going to have
to give more thought about it. But there's got to be some kind of deadline, and even if it
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is to put in the water meter even though you don't build, that may be the way of doing it.
Because, unfortunately, Jeff doesn't want eight years from now, you know, somebody
holding a water meter reservation and another people building there and can't get it
because someone's holding that reservation.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: So we've discussed it before and I think I'd like to see something
done because to me we have a lot of people waiting in line for long time for water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Family subdivisions, et cetera, and to now have some way of
locking water up and not putting in a meter, again, I don't know how many people that
don't, if they got that much money invested just go ahead and put the meter in. 'Cause
I've heard that done many times, right, Jeff? Is that does not happen, Mr. Director? I'm
sorry, doesn't that happen often?
MR. ENG: Yes, it does.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, so and in that sense, if the person puts in the water meter
and invested that much, you know their intent to build. Who knows the future? None of
us do but we've got to have some kind of language to ensure that these water reservations
beyond the private sector is protected so that water is not tied up and I think that's what
we discussed.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: We don't want water tied up 20 years from now-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --for something we may need right away.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And the idea is, you know, don't subdivide the land unless you're really
ready to use it, you know. So, Members, I'm gonna, we're running out of time, I'm
going to ask if we can reconvene this meeting at 1:30 on Friday and I think I've checked
with a couple of you. I don't think I checked with you, Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Not yet.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But if you could maybe have your staff check on that. I'm going to ask
for Director Eng to have his opportunity to make a few comments here and then I'm
going to open it up for public testimony because we cannot deny the public their right.
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They've all been here. And we may get some suggestions from them to solve this
problem so on Friday we can move this on. Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Director Eng.
MR. ENG: Thank you, Madam Chair. Just for the sake of information, I will not be available on
Friday, I will be on vacation.
CHAIR ANDERSON: How dare you .... (laughter) . ..
MR. ENG: And I may not be coming back. ... (laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: But, why?
MR. ENG: But I'd like to make some comments because there's been a lot of effort into this
ordinance. You know, back in July on the onset, I've always appreciated the spirit and
intent of this ordinance. At that time, however, I felt it was too onerous for my
Department to administer and since that time, my belief of its spirit and intent has not
wavered. And due to the recent extreme efforts of Chair Anderson and her staff and all
of us trying to develop this ordinance into something that is workable for the community
and fair for everyone in the community including the developers, you know, my better
understanding of the intent also of this ordinance. I also believe it is no longer as onerous
as I once had imagined, and I think that my staff and I can successfully administer it. So
therefore, for those who think that it has placed an additional workload on my
Department, I don't believe it is such a burden as before. And I don't view it as a water
meter moratorium. It will merely require subdividers to ensure that water service will be
available to buyers of their developments. It will correct current law and policy that have
not given assurance of water service. And the Department really views this ordinance as
something only temporary in nature applied to new subdivisions within its existing
service area. As the Department develops new sources, and recovers additional water
through conservation and expansion of reclaimed water use, this ordinance in the future
most likely will not be needed. And therefore at this time, the Department does support
this ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Director Eng. Members, do you have any questions for
Director Eng since he is not going to be here Friday? And I will be working with him
before ... when are you leaving on vacation, Jeff?
MR. ENG: I'll be here through Wednesday.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. We'll try to get together before he leaves to work out this last
section.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Question is not that he's leaving. It's where is he going? We
want to know so we can track him down .... (laughter) . ..
MR. ENG: Sin City.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh. .., (laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: He'll be back. No problem .... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Broke.
MR. ENG: Got to work.
COUNCILMEMBERBAISA: You'll need to work. ... (laughter) . ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: It's nice to go somewhere and be anonymous for a while.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
MR. ENG: Madam Chair, if! may just, since I am here and ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. ENG: You know, I did have a little bit of concern about that section on expiration and that
it applies to building permits is that I might have indicated earlier and privately that I
thought this expiration paragraph might more be applicable to the development of the
new source rather than into building permits. 'Cause it seems like it's pretty complicated
how, again, given the time it will take to build out a project, -CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ENG: --how you can tie it to a building permit. But I thought maybe there could be some
time constraints to ensure that the new source is developed. Since we've gone through all
this extent of reviewing it and verifying it and all these demands on the developer. I
think the next logical step would for them to require them to develop it in a reasonable
period of time because that is the true intent of this ordinance is to ensure that there is
water available.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ENG: So, that's the only comment I have.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and that's well taken, Director Eng, because that really is what we
want to see happen. It's one thing to say this is what we're going to do on paper and get
it stamp approved by the Department of Health, but actually getting it constructed and
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operational is really the next step. And, you know, it doesn't do us any good to approve
the subdivision and then not have the system developed. So, and I'm not sure, to tell you
the truth, I haven't looked that extensively in DOH rules if they have a timeframe in their
regulations right now.
MR. KUSHI: I don't think so.
MR. ENG: Madam Chair, I don't believe they do.
CHAIR ANDERSON: They don't?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No, I never saw it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, so, yeah, it just talks about granting approval of construction and
inspections during and after construction and ... but doesn't seem like there is, you know,
any provision that motivates them to go forward with the construction within a specified
time period. So, maybe that's something that we should look at in, in redoing this
expiration provision because we want it to work. We want it to work for everybody. We
don't want it to make it, you know, another, you know, false promise just so they can get
subdivision approval and then not have anything come of it. So, Members, we will be
looking at that and making some more reVISIons. Anybody out there who has
suggestions, please send them forward.
Members, I'm going to ask for public testimony now, because we do have, we only have
four people signed up so maybe we'll have more time to discuss once they've come
forward. We're going to start with Mr. Victor Pellegrino, followed by David Goode,
Mark Walker, and Rory Frampton. Haven't I talked with you guys enough already? No,
go ahead. Mr. Pellegrino .

. . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. PELLEGRINO: Could you turn that ... oh, I think I'm out of the way of that. Okay. Good
morning, Madam Chair, Michelle Anderson, Water Resources Committee Members,
Mike Victorino, Gladys Baisa, Danny Mateo, and I forgot to put a "y" on the end of his
name--sorry, Danny--and Joseph Pontanilla.
Thank you very much for your hard work. You are probably working on one of the most
important Committees. Water is a renewable resource although limited. It needs to be
managed on a sustainable basis. Water management and stewardship is necessary for the
greater good ofMaui's society and Maui's environment.
Today as in the past, there has been competition for water. The question has been and
will continue to be, where are our water resources, how do we protect them, how do we
distribute them, who will distribute them, and who has the best interest in the public
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good? Essentially, all of these, all the answers to these questions stir up conflicts and
have to be solved between the State, the County, private water companies and water users
and the people.
Because growth and development is occurring rapidly on Maui, we are faced now with
having to fix the current water problems. We are going to have to balance competition
among water users through logical, well-planned, and efficient water allocation. In doing
so, we have to be cognizant of several issues. One, we need to recharge the aquifers. It
is the current problem that needs to be addressed immediately. Plans for controlling
cement dams and diversions must be implemented. The removal of the cement base from
lao Stream has to take place very soon. We have to return stream flow and set instream
flow standards for all Maui streams. We need to plan facilities for water storage as well
as for water treatment. The County of Maui should be the sole developers, builders, and
owners of these projects, not private enterprise.
We need to address appropriate uses of both fresh water and wastewater for water
conservation. We need to protect Maui's fragile environment, protect its habitat, and
protect our natural, ecological, and environmental systems. We need to stop interrupting,
disturbing, and choking off native marine life, natural springs, and what should be natural
percolation. We need to empower Maui County to be the water management team to set
up rules and regulations in concert with the State Water Commission.
We need to forget that issues about water cannot be solved without at the same time
considering social impacts, social values and concerns, and the well-being of people. In
particular, people's frustrations need to be addressed, and life made at least generally
pleasant for all. And lastly, we need to balance the use of water among all interested
parties. Without water management, conservation, and futuristic planning, competition
for water will not just go away. We have to address it according to the preamble of the
State Water Commission. Water is a resource of the people, a public trust, not a
commodity.
A 20-year plan at this time is reasonable but the plan must center on the control of all
water by Maui County, whether it be surface water or groundwater. The developers, yes,
must "show me the water" prior to permitting, but the water, the wells, whether surface or
groundwater, belong to the people and should be owned and controlled by the
representative of the people, Maui County.
Last of all, the State of Hawaii Water Code specifically states in 174C-2, Declaration of
policy, A, it is recognized that the waters of the State are held for the benefit of the
citizens of the State. It is declared that the people of the State are beneficiaries and have
a right to have the waters protected for their use. B, there is a need for a program of
comprehensive water resources planning to address the problems of supply and
conservation of water, and I think, basically this is something that you folks are doing.
Mahalo.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Pellegrino. Well said. It's hard, it's hard not
to tell that you used to be a teacher.
MR. PELLEGRINO: I'm sorry, I didn't hear you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I said it's hard to tell, it's hard not to tell you used to be a teacher.
MR. PELLEGRINO: Oh, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Any comments or questions, Members?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
MR. PELLEGRINO: Okay, thank you.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Victor.
CHAIR ANDERSON: A good template, Members, for us to hang on to. Our next testifier is
David Goode, followed by Mark Walker.
MR. GOODE: Morning, Madam Chair, Members of the Committee. My name is David Goode,
KSD Hawaii. We often apply in the, in Title 18 and Title 14. And I just, I passed out
some comments earlier, I don't think it made it all the way around, but those comments
were based on the bill of Thursday afternoon, not today's bill. So please take it with a
grain of salt but some of the ... no, no don't throw it away yet, Mike. Some are still
applicable, I think. But first of all, mahalos. Thanks for listening. Thanks for working
with us, Chair Anderson, and your Staff. This has been a process that's been
encouraging. So I think we're going to find something that's going to work for
everybody and put this behind us so that we can move on to the next issue and I think
that's of critical importance. We are prepared to continue to assist and since I have just
got today' s copy today, I have not been able to provide detailed comments. But certainly
the Department is less burdened. I'm sure and I respect the Director's comments on that
'cause essentially where we have private sources where the Department of Health will
essentially make most of the calls and the Director will comment on that application
based on the criteria. On the public side, I think as previously mentioned here there are a
lot of different circumstances that can occur. You can have subdivisions with meters,
without meters, you can have existing building permits with meters, without meters.
There may be a request for up sizing meters, et cetera.
So, hopefully, over the next four or five days, prior to the Friday meeting, there can be
detailed discussions with the staff of Public Works at DSA and Water to identify all those
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particular circumstances that come up from time to time. And work on the refinements of
the bill to address that. My only comment I think I'll leave with now is the reservation
process doesn't currently exist. It's been halted. And I think we need to understand from
the Department, if this passes, does the reservation process come back into play and how?
The current process before it was halted was a two-year reservation. You paid the full
amount of the water meter fee and they had two six-month extensions, which I think were
not automatically granted so you had to prove good cause. If nothing happened within
those three years, you lost your money and your reservation. That's a little rough at
times, so I think the reservation process needs to be discussed and looked at as well.
Other than that I would be happy to provide more detailed comments over the next day or
two.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Goode. I must have gotten the wrong e-mail cause I did
e-mail this bill to you last night or yesterday afternoon and it came back undelivered.
So ...
MR. GOODE: That must be an old e-mail.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. So, any of you folks here, please, leave your e-mail address with
my office and as soon as we get this revised, I'll make sure you get a copy of it.
MR. GOODE: Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Director Eng, would you like to respond to his comment about
reservations or maybe ...
MR. ENG: Madam Chair, I don't have any comments right now. I don't quite understand all the
intricacies related to his concerns. You know, currently, he is correct that there is a
two-year reservation and then two additional six-month extensions are allowed
particularly if the parcel owner or subdivider is doing some ongoing construction or some
other kind of reasons that we can make a discretionary decision on. But if it's something
further such as, probably a long-term project, yeah, we may have to look at that too. Yes,
I agree.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you. Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah, specific question in regards to the time limit that one year
that we're talking about. Mr. Goode, what are your comments on that? You know, there
might be situations where you can't do it in a year. I'd like your response.
MR. GOODE: Yeah, the expiration needs to be looked at more thoroughly for sure. I don't
have a one size fits all answer. Need to look at ... there's the public and the private side
on this entire bill. There's ... so on the public side, if you get a reservation, it's good for
two years, three years, four years. That seems to be the obvious expiration to me. If it's
on the private side, DOH has approved these plans. I actually don't know if they have an
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expiration date with their approval so I think we ought to take a look at that. Or maybe
you don't need an expiration. I think. ..
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well, that was going on in my head. I'm thinking about the one
year and then about the two years and I'm wondering if we need to somehow mesh those
together so we don't have a conflict.
MR. GOODE: Yeah, we do, we need to address that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay, thank you.
MR. GOODE: Or you do.
CHAlR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Goode. Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Yeah. We're going to
be looking at that, Members, the whole expiration thing and I like the Director's concern
about getting some assurance that the construction is going to happen too. So, we will
follow up on that, and hopefully, we'll have something ready for everyone to look at
within the next couple days. Thank you, Mr. Goode.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair, one more question, please.
CHAlR ANDERSON: And thank you for your help. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: One more question for Mr. Goode, please. I wondered, also, and
I was interested in your comments on the possible scenario where DOH would approve a
system and our Water Department wouldn't. Does one trump the other? How does it
work?
MR. GOODE: That was based on the Thursday bill. And I think this bill you have today -COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Takes care of it.
MR. GOODE: --largely takes care of it. There's been discussion about still looking at that
criteria. So, I guess, there's more, it's more remote, the possibility, but I guess it could
still happen. And I don't know what the answer is who trumps who. I don't know how
that works.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Is that a legal question for our Corp. Counsel?
CHAlR ANDERSON: Let me explain, Ms. Baisa, since I'm the one that made the change in the
bill and I discussed it with Director Eng in ... Friday afternoon. The Department of Health
has the legal authority to approve new potable systems, and once they have approved the
system, we really don't have the authority to veto what they've already approved. So
that's why we changed the bill. But we do have the right, and actually it's called out for
in DOH regulations to review the proposed new system and make comments. And so
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that's what Director Eng will be doing based on all these criteria and should he have
serious concerns, say it might be competing with our needs for municipal uses for DHHL
needs for whatever, those concerns, I think, would be taken seriously by DOH and they
may ask the developer to move his site to another place or make some, you know,
conciliatory moves in order to address those concerns. And I think that that's really only
fair in that it is a public resource and we need to have public agencies overseeing that
public resource to make sure that it's utilized in the best interest of everyone concerned.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, that's good. We just don't want to get into anymore of these
legal hassles, you know.
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, no, no.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Enough of those. Thanks.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Goode.
MR. GOODE: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Walker, followed by Rory Frampton.
MR. WALKER: Good morning, Madam Chair, Committee Members. My name is Mark
Walker, I'm with KSD Hawaii. This proposed ordinance has improved considerably
since its initial unveiling and I want to thank the Committee and particularly the Chair
and her Staff for being inclusive and inviting our comments which they listened to and
took to heart. And I, and I think the result is a, is certainly a better crafted ordinance at
this point. I also appreciate the fact that the Committee was, and the Chair in particular,
is not in such a hurry to get this out today that ... because they realize the bill is that
important that it should be the best we can offer up and that it should be viewed from all,
all the various perspectives so to limit the potential for the unintended consequences that
come along with new legislation and so I appreciate that. I think the Director is correct
when he says that, you know, his Department can now handle this because he's basically
a commenting agency, and obviously if he feels from the private side, if he feels strongly
enough about something that's being proposed, he's going to, you know, DOH is going
to listen to him. Because ifhe can make his case, then I'm sure they will.
A couple of comments on the expiration, we'll certainly get you our comments this week,
Madam Chair and Committee Members. The only other question I had was and it's back
to 14.12.020 and maybe it's just a timing thing and I just wanted to maybe clarify bonded final subdivision approval. And when I say a timing thing, is it for someone who
has bonded now or are we talking about someone who may have bonded in the future?
Because if you, if you're getting bonded in the future, well, you already have received
reservations and so I don't see that as an issue. You'll have already ... before you get
bonded subdivision approval, you know, if I'm thinking about development today and
two years from now I get my construction plans approved and I want to deal with bond,
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I'll have already secured my reservations from the Department or 1 won't, 1 won't be
moving forward. 1 won't, 1 won't get bonded final. That's how 1 would understand how
1 would proceed if 1 was doing a subdivision. But if 1 have bonded final subdivision,
subdivision approval today, standing in front of you, my perspective is 1 have a right to
water meters. Are you ... does this ordinance the way it is spelled out saying 1 must now
come in and reserve water meters?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Now see, you know what, that's why, that's the problem. Because ...
MR. WALKER: Okay. So that's what 1 wanted to clarify
CHAIR ANDERSON: Because, Mr. Walker, all along you've been told there's no guarantee of
water, but you have a bonded subdivision approval and now you're saying 1 have a right
to water meters. And that's where our problem is. And that's why we have said that ... 1
can't find it right now. Where did you say it was 020?
MR. WALKER: 14.12.020C.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, yeah. Subdivisions bonded.
MR. WALKER: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. WALKER: 1 don't see it as a problem in the future because you won't ... the bond will be ...
that's just the way you get your subdivision done with that reservation
CHAIR ANDERSON: But the thing is you've already, if you are a bonded subdivision like -MR. WALKER: Now.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --now,-MR. WALKER: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --then you already have your subdivision approval. Right?
MR. WALKER: Right. It's final. Right
CHAIR ANDERSON: So this won't apply to you.
MR. WALKER: Okay, perfect.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Even if you have no guarantee of water. But you might have to wrestle
Mr. Eng for. ..
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MR. WALKER: Yeah, I, I, yes, Jeffs cool.
MR. ENG: Yeah, I'm cool. ... (laughter) . ..
MR. WALKER: No, yeah, I just see in the ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: You see, that's what we're trying to prevent here.
MR. WALKER: Yeah. I just see in the future I don't know why ... the way I see it 'cause the
ordinance says before you get final, which bonded is, you will have a reliable source
which can be meters or you could have a private source like in the case of a public
system, you'll have gotten ... to get to bonded you'll have already got your source 'cause
you'll have your meters or you'll have your reservations, whatever. Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. WALKER: I'm good.
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, we're just saying that, that just because your subdivision is bonded
doesn't exempt you from this requirement. That's all we're saying here.
MR. WALKER: Right. Okay. Perfect.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. WALKER: Fine. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Walker.
MR. WALKER: I appreciate it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Next testifier is Rory Frampton, and our last testifier will be Jocelyn
Perreira.
MR. FRAMPTON: Good morning, Chairman, and Committee Members. I echo the previous
comments about the ... being thankful for the ability to participate and we've offered some
suggestions, some have been considered, others haven't. But I think for the most part,
this bill has improved tremendously. I think we're all in support of the intent and we're
all just really here to try to make sure that it works. So I had a number of comments on
Thursday afternoon's bill, most of those have been addressed. I just have a few now and
I'll reserve the right to provide any real specific things between now and Friday, but I
don't think it's going to be that major.
Under the Section 040 which asks the Director to comment on the DOH process?
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. FRAMPTON: I think that's ... overall that's good. The DOS ... DWS should comment and
as an editorial comment with the Water Use and Development Plan, with an updated
Water Use and Development Plan this would be less important and less critical
CHAIR ANDERSON: Exactly. This whole bill would be less important.
MR. FRAMPTON: Right. So, but having said that, I think it's a good list of all the potential
impacts that could occur. Some of them are very difficult to actually ascertain. Some
might very ... be very difficult to understand or get a precise formula on. They're not
always appropriate or applicable to each subdivision. So I would ask that at the end of
the paragraph, before the enumeration of the criteria, rather than saying the Director shall
consider all of the following factors, I would recommend that the Director shall consider
the following factors as appropriate. So it's ... so that he's not legally required to do an
in-depth analysis on everyone of these points. I think because you used the word
"consider", that might be understood. But I'd just like to make it clear that he's going to
comment on the things that he feels most appropriate and he might not have to do some
long evaluations and input that he doesn't. .. (change tape, start side 3A) .. .feel is
relevant, relevant or that he might not have the capacity to, to undertake.
CHAIR ANDERSON; Yeah. I think that's very appropriate.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. Thank you. And lastly on the expiration, from the public side I think
you should just really tie that into the water meter reservations and, and link it into that so
we don't have two separate expiration processes. On the private side, typically the
system improvements are tied to subdivision. And, and if you're going in to get a water
system approved from Department of Health, you're doing it typically for
implementation of a subdivision. So you would be required to implement it or bond the
improvements prior to getting final subdivision. So it's almost linked to the timing of the
subdivision. And I guess what I'm saying is it seems to me that there's a, kind of a
built-in, a built-in -CHAIR ANDERSON: Mechanism.
MR. FRAMPTON: --mechanism or whatever for the, for these improvements to be put in place
or they expire with the subdivision if they haven't already been put in place.
MS. WILLENBRINK: Three minutes.
MR. FRAMPTON: That's just a comment for consideration. I'm not really sure how or the
language should be crafted. Again, it's just an edit, kind of, kind of a comment that
typically these things would be put in place as part of a subdivision. So ...
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Urn ...
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah?
CHAIR ANDERSON: You're saying that once you get your private system approved by DOH
then in order to get your subdivision approved you have to put in all the improvements -MR. FRAMPTON: Or bond them -CHAIR ANDERSON: --for the system?
MR. FRAMPTON: --if that's what your--yes--if that's what your ... if, when you get the
engineering report based on say a well or a distribution system being in place to support
your subdivision. In order to get final subdivision from the County you need DOH to
either to sign off on it and to either have those improvements in place or to have bonded
the improvements.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You know, in theory that sounds really good but I don't think it always
happens.
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah, and so like, yeah, so I just throw that out. Again, I've thrown that out
as a comment just for perspective. I'm not really sure how you want to work with it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, I appreciate that, Rory. I do think we need to look at these as two
different systems. And I don't know that expiration is really what we need now as much
as confirmation that the systems will be built or that the water meter reservations will be
used in a timely manner.
MR. FRAMPTON: Agreed.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. Okay. Any other questions, Members? We have one more
testifier, Jocelyn Perreira, we have two more testifiers. Jocelyn Perreira. Thank you very
much, Mr. Frampton. Appreciate all your help. Ms. Perreira, thank you for being here.
MS. PERREIRA: Thank you. Thank you, thank you very, very much for all of your hard work.
We appreciate the spirit and the intent of this ordinance especially because it
acknowledges and gives protections for our families and family subdivisions. And the
due diligence to which it was written and discussed and developed is vastly improved
from the initial and it reflects the care and concern. The revisions and additions does
correct current law and policy and gives assurances of water service in a fair and
equitable manner that balances the needs of all. The Water Department's support here
today is significant to a working relationship that is based upon respect and trust.
The only area that I think if you want to take another broad brush look is, is this
reservation process as it relates to expiration dates, so on and so forth. Especially
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because unforeseen circumstances can and do happen and hate to see somebody's
long-term, hard-earned effort to try to make something happen go by the wayside because
we had a concrete rule that was not allowed to be more flexible. But we thank you so
much because this is so important for so many of our families that have waited for so
very, very long and many of them are just waiting, waiting, waiting and they ... it' s very
unbelievable to them to see subdivision after subdivision come up and they still cannot
get on the land that they have worked so hard to earn. That they're really the answer to
true affordable housing and it's been made all but impossible except for, you know, the
due diligence and the wisdom and the hard work of efforts such as yours. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Perreira. Members, any questions? Thank
you very much. We will be looking very seriously about the expiration of those
reservations, water meter reservations, also specifically in regard to the wait list
Upcountry. Our last testifier is Mr. John Duey. He's going to stick with us till the end on
this, Members.
MR. DUEY: Good morning, Chair, and the other Council Members, people in the gallery.
Sixth, sixth time. Sixth.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And he's counting.
MR. DUEY: I'm counting. As the gentleman mentioned earlier, he was glad this was going to
be as accurate as possible. But I looked at it, this has been almost two years. December
will be two years since the bill first came forward. I hope something comes out. I'm, I
haven't looked at the original bill lately to see how much has actually changed. I'm sure
its been watered down considerably, but I hope when it does come out eventually it'll still
be in good shape.
I have a comment or question about the exemptions, 14.12.030, it's on Page 3 on the one
I have. Under E, subdivisions of 15 lots, I know we ... you made some changes to this.
Actually, my wife brought this issue up. If an individual had 500 acres they wanted to
develop and they done 15 lots at a time, then they'd be exempted from the, this, this rule.
They do 15 lots, then the next week they bring in another application for 15 lots, the next
week another 15 lots, and they go on and on for 15 lots, and they'd be exempt from
proving they have water. So I don't know whether that needs to be looked at or not but
it's something actually my wife brought up.
Also at the next one, 14.12.040 the "water availability policy". Excuse me, under C,
where the Director has to review all the factors. Under that, No. 12, where the water,
where the water, where the affected water source and so forth will exceed, I'd kind of like
see the word "not" put in there. Whether the affected water source including
groundwater, surface water, or other water will not exceed the 90 percent of the
sustainable yield in, the inflow standards are going to be established pretty soon. That
would comply with the 174C which is going to be, which is in effect and in stream flow
standards are going to be established during the contested case hearing which is coming
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up in December. So I know what this says, he has to look at it, but if he would say he
would allow water that would be more than 90 percent would be unlawful, and if he
allowed water to be consumed or taken out would be more than the in stream flow
standards, then the CWRM would be on his case. So either way maybe the word "not", I
don't know if it' s necessary or not but it's not.
CHAIR ANDERSON: No. I think that's good. We want to not imply it, we want to say it.
MR. DUEY: Yeah. It's ... other than that that's the only thing I have to say about this. Again, as
the other people have testified, I want to thank you for your folks' effort. I'm not as sure
it's as good a bill as it started out to be. In my own ... it's not as strong maybe as I'd like
to have seen it, but like Councilman Victorino, I heard him ... overheard him say to
somebody a while ago that we're not a perfect life, not a perfect measures, not a perfect
ordinances so we need to get something out soon. The end of the year is coming up.
Happy Halloween everybody.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Duey. Okay, Members, we are going to reconvene the
meeting on Friday afternoon at 1:30. If, if we should have a conflict with the Council
meeting, hopefully, we'll be able to just meet and reschedule the meeting for after the
Council meeting. And in the meantime we will tighten up these various provisions,
specifically the expiration one so that it suits our needs and the intent of the bill and it's
not confusing in any way. So, excuse me, okay. So I'm going to close public testimony
with no objections.
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS

.. .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: Did you have something to say, Mr. Pontanilla?
MR. PONTANILLA: Yeah. Chairman, in regards to what we just reviewed, you're going to
make new handouts?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, yeah.
MR. PONT ANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. And we'll ...
MR. PONT ANILLA: Highlight them.
CHAIR ANDERSON: All of you in the audience that want to see the updated bill, make sure
you get it to my office Staff over here because they're going to be busy down here. So
just take your e-mail or your card and give it to my Staff and we'll make sure that you get
a copy as soon as we get the new version out. And also, to all the Council Members,
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we'll e-mail it and probably get you a hard copy too, as well as Director Eng and
Mr. Kushi.
So I want to thank those who came and participated. I want to thank all of you in the
community who came forward and met with me and gave me some suggestions. I
understand Mr. Duey's concern. I think the bill's still very strong. It still meets the
purpose and intent of what we were trying to do in a way that we can actually achieve it.
Still outline all the criteria for review that Director Eng and the Department has at their
disposal in interacting with the Department of Health who is the approving agency for
new sources. And most of all, Members, it, it makes the requirement of a water meter
reservation solid and upfront so that nobody is surprised at the end of the, at the end of
the subdivision process, most particularly our Department of Water Supply, that they
have to hand out meters or get sued. We want to stop that kind of practice and this bill
will achieve that. So thank you very much for joining us today. Public Works Director
Arakawa, we really appreciate it. I know you've kind of been brought in at the tail end
but your help has been most appreciated. Director Eng, thank you very much for meeting
with me these several times this last week. Hopefully, we can meet again before you go
to Sin City. And Ed Kushi, Corporation Counsel, we appreciate your attendance and
help. Members, also our Staff, Ms. Willenbrink, she worked on this bill too, and Clarita
Balala. Thank you all for being in attendance today.
We have a meeting at 1:30, Members. Enjoy your lunch. This meeting is in recess until
I :30, Friday afternoon. .,' (gavel), , ,
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